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Let’s find out who is attending today
Please select your role.
• Teacher
• Instructional coach
• School administrator
• District administrator
• State administrator
• Staff member of an education or public policy organization
• Researcher
• Other
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Zoom
• If you are not already connected to
audio, click Join Audio in the Zoom
toolbar.

• Click on the Chat box to ask questions
for the presenters or let us know about
any technical issues.

• You have the option to dial into the phone
line or listen through computer audio.

• Closed captioning is available.
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Meet the presenters

Dominique Bradley, PhD

Alicia Espinoza

Cortney Rowland, PhD

Researcher
REL Midwest

Senior Technical Assistance Consultant
AIR

Principal Technical Assistant Consultant
REL Midwest
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Meet the presenters

Bradley Jensen

Alyssa Prater

Lead Advisor
Empower Learning Center
Hinckley-Finlayson Public Schools

Lead Advisor
Empower Learning Center
Hinckley-Finlayson Public Schools
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Agenda
1. Welcome and overview
2. Presentation on networked improvement communities (NICs)
3. Presentation on REL Midwest’s NICs
4. Panel discussion
5. Wrap-up and closing remarks
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Welcome and overview
Dominique Bradley, PhD, Researcher, REL Midwest
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How does REL Midwest do this work?
REL Midwest conducts our work through
collaborative research partnerships with
stakeholders in seven states.
To address the priorities and interests of
these states, REL Midwest supports several
research alliances as well as emergent
partnerships.
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Types of support that REL Midwest offers
Applied research studies that address
partnerships’ research questions

Technical support such as survey, interview,
or observation protocol development;
literature reviews; or tool development.

Events that support the dissemination and
understanding of existing research

Reviews of studies and interventions to
determine level of evidence to support ESSA
implementation

Workshops that support the use of data
and research

Coaching that supports the use of data
and research

?

Ask A REL annotated bibliographies
produced in response to stakeholder
questions
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Midwest Career Readiness Research Alliance (MCRRA)
• Focus on improving college and career
readiness in Minnesota using research
and data
• Provides coaching and training to
Minnesota educators interested in
implementing competency-based
education practices
• Established two NICs in Minnesota
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Presentation on NICs
Alicia Espinoza, Senior Technical Assistance Consultant, AIR
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What is a NIC?
A NIC is a collaborative research partnership. Within education, a NIC is typically
comprised of researchers and educators that work together to develop and test
interventions to address a common problem of practice.

Source: leon-Oalh2MojUuk-unsplash at www. unplash.com
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Why form a NIC?
• Explores problems and test solutions
within the local context
• Empowers practitioners to take active
roles in research and improvement
• Aims to effect change across schools and
systems, not just individual classrooms
• Addresses the needs and priorities of
educators and students right now
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Why form a NIC?
• Allows for “small-scale” testing to
inform “large-scale” implementation
• Supports improvement efforts by
examining problems or contexts that
impact program implementation
• Designed for rapid cycles of continuous
improvement in real time
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Rather than asking whether an “intervention works,”
a network improvement community asks,
“what works, when, for whom and under what sets of
circumstances?”
- Bryk et al., 2015
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Four essential features of the NIC model
1. Focused on a common aim
2. Grounded in a deep understanding of the problem
3. Implemented by applying improvement science methods
4. Organized to replicate change ideas across various contexts and disseminate effective
practices
Source: Bryk et al., 2015
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1. Focus on a common aim
An aim identifies what participants are trying to accomplish and sets a
measurable target for improvement.
Engages practitioners, researchers, and key decisionmakers
Articulates clearly what the network has set out to do (how much, for whom, by
when)
Agrees on system-level measures
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Examples of NIC aim statements

By 2024, increase the percentage
of Black, Latinx, and low-income
students, who are proficient in
math by the end of 10th grade as
indicated by passing scores on
the state end-of-course Algebra 1
and Geometry tests.

By 2023, increase outcomes for
Black, Latinx, and low-income
eighth graders by increasing the
percentage of students who are
“on-track” or high school ready,
and increasing the percentage of
students who meet or exceed
English language arts/literacy
proficiency on the California
Assessment of Student
Performance and Progress.

By the end of the 2019/20 school
year, all students of SCAN
members will have the
opportunity to be active and
successful participants in their
own learning.
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What is a change idea?
“An alteration to a system or process that is
to be tested through a PDSA [Plan-DoStudy-Act] cycle to examine its efficacy in
improving some driver(s) in the working
theory of improvement.”
- Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching

Source: Zane Persaud at www.unsplash.com
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Driver diagram

“Focus on a small set of hypotheses about key levers for improvement . . .”
- Bryk et al., 2015

Aim Statement

What we seek to accomplish

By 2024, increase the
percentage of Black, Latinx,
and low-income students
who are proficient in math
by the end of 10th grade as
indicated by:
Passing scores on the state
end-of-course Algebra I and
Geometry tests

Primary Drivers
Key system levers

Math instruction that
provides opportunities for
all students to access and
engage with rigorous
content

Secondary Drivers
Structures and processes

• Student tasks/examples
balance understanding
and fluency

• Students are solving,
communicating,
arguing, and evaluating

Change Ideas

Alterations to current practice

• Multiselect question that offers
opportunities for just-in-time review
as well as a launch into the content
to introduce the lesson

• A problem-solving template with
prompts to facilitate the solving
process during small-group work
with nonroutine problems
• A discussion protocol in which pairs
of students take turns sharing and
justifying their work on a non-rote
problem to the class, while the
student audience offers critiques
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2. Grounded in a deep understanding of the problem
• Engage a diverse set of practitioners and
researchers
• Identify and articulate the problem
• Conduct a root cause analysis to identify
factors that contribute to the problem
• Identify data sources that confirm or further
inform the problem

Fishbone Diagram
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3. Implemented by applying improvement science methods
Plan

• Propose a change and
how to test it.
• Select measures.
• Develop a data
collection plan.

Act

• Based on data
collected, decide
whether to adopt,
adapt, or abandon
change idea.

Do

• Test the change, collect
data, and reflect on what
happened.

Study

• Analyze data to
capture learning and
inform improvements.

Sources: Bryk et al. (2014, p. 144 ) ; Shakman et al. (2020, p. 1)
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Example: Plan
Aim

Primary Driver

Secondary Driver

Change Idea Plan
Pose a Question

By 2024, increase the

percentage of Black,
Latinx, and low-income
students, who are
proficient in math by the
end of 10th grade as
indicated by:
Passing scores on the state
end-of-course Algebra I
and Geometry tests

Math instruction that
provides opportunities for
all students to access and
engage with rigorous
content

Determine the type of question/task that will
stimulate thinking

Provide
Individual Think Draft instructions for approaching the task
Time

Students are solving,
communicating, arguing,
and evaluating

Plan SmallAgree on the collaboration structure and
Group/Pair Share discussion prompts
Monitor
Conversation
Design WholeGroup
Discussions

Determine a system for monitoring quality
and depth of conversations
Agree on the collaboration structure and
discussion prompts
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Example: Do
• Implement the change idea.
• Measure the percentage of students engaged in
small-group discussion.
• Measure the percentage of students engaged in
whole-class discussion.
• Survey students regarding the learning experience.
• Engage in individual teacher reflection.
• Document surprises or challenges.
Source: neonbrand-zFSo6bnZJTw-unsplash www.unsplash.com
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Example: Study

Team debrief

Review teacher and
student data

Capture challenges
or barriers

Identify effective
approaches

Propose possible
refinements
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Example: Act
Team reaches consensus on one of the
following:
1. Adapt: The change idea shows promise
if minor adjustments are made.
2. Abandon: The change idea did not
work as designed, and the team decides
to redesign a new change idea.
3. Adopt: The change idea shows
evidence of success and is ready for
scaling.

Source: antoine-dautry-_zsL306fDck-unsplash www.unsplash.com
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4. Organized to replicate change ideas across various contexts
and disseminate effective practices
• Team debriefs: Classroom teachers share what worked, what did not work, and under
what conditions.
• Network convenings: NIC participants come together to share across classrooms,
schools, districts, or states.
• Publications: NIC practitioners and researchers collaborate on broader dissemination to
the field.
• Conferences: NIC participants collaborate on presentations to share tools, resources,
and processes with other NICs across the country.
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Educator-reported benefits of NICs
• Peer collaboration and problem solving are powerful forms of professional
development.
• The disciplined approach to PDSA cycles provides accountability and supports longterm instructional change.
• Network design breaks down disciplinary silos, allowing teachers to benefit from a
broader array of colleagues.
• The iterative use of data increases teacher confidence and ability to use data to inform
instruction.
• “Quick wins” increase teacher confidence in the use of continuous improvement.
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Implementation tips
• Build a team with diverse set of expertise.
• Clarify roles and commitments.
• Establish buy-in by aligning work with ongoing efforts.
• Use improvement science tools/resources to identify actionable problems.
• Increase capacity to apply continuous improvement research to address problems of
practice.
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Questions?
Contact information:
Alicia Espinoza, Senior Technical Assistance Consultant, American Institutes for Research (AIR)
Email: aespinoza@air.org
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REL Midwest’s work facilitating NICs in Minnesota
Dominique Bradley, PhD, Researcher, REL Midwest
Cortney Rowland, PhD, Principal Technical Assistant Consultant, REL Midwest
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The driving force behind Minnesota’s NICs
The NICs in Minnesota were developed in partnership with the Minnesota Department
of Education to address low graduation rates in State-Approved Alternative Programs
(SAAPs).
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REL Midwest’s work facilitating NICs in Minnesota

Year 3
Year 2
Year 1
• Urban SAAPs
• Five schools

• Year 1 continuation
schools
• Launch of rural NIC

• Individual supports
for all year 2 schools
• Building capacity to
do the work of the
NIC
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Problem statement: We are not
successfully reshaping the
habits, developing the life and
academic skills, and teaching the
knowledge that students need to
achieve personal success.
Aim: We will increase
graduation rates in our schools
by 20 percent in three years.
Source: https://www.shutterstock.com/image-vector/silhouette-child-root-81130717
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REL Midwest’s work facilitating NICs in Minnesota
Year 1 (St. Paul area)
• 5 schools
• 5 administrators
• 34 teachers
• In-person
Focused on goal-setting intervention,
mindfulness, and social and emotional
learning interventions.
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REL Midwest’s work facilitating NICs in Minnesota
Year 2 NIC (St. Paul areas)

Year 2 NIC (rural ALCs)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

2 schools
2 administrators
13 teachers
Virtual

Scaffolded Sparks intervention onto goal
setting. Focused on developing capacity to
lead PDSA cycles.

3 ALCs
4 administrators
9 teachers
Virtual

Focused on goal-setting intervention
and social and emotional learning.
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Change idea: Goal-setting activity (all NIC participants)
Intervention summary:
•

Focused on student-centered goal setting

•

Completed in collaboration with the teacher but with goals set by
the student

•

Regular revisiting of progress by the student and teacher

•

Self-reflection on progress individually and with teachers at the end
of each cycle

What this strategy supports:
•

Clarity of expectations and goals between teachers and students

•

Fosters connection and positive relationships between teachers and
students

•

Supports students in developing a growth mindset
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Overall lessons learned from the virtual NIC: Use of rapid inquiry
cycles to improve teaching and learning
• Communicate and understand NIC expectations upfront.
• Support the ideal conditions for a successful NIC, including time to plan and reflect on
improvement data.
• Emphasize the importance of using evidence, not hunches, to inform decisionmaking and practice.
• Codesign improvement measures that provide the necessary information for next steps.
• Meet NIC members where they are when it comes to measurement, data collection, and data reflection.

• Center the NIC on continuous learning and relationship building.
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Questions?
Contact information:
Dominique Bradley, PhD, Researcher, REL Midwest
Email: dbradley@air.org
Cortney Rowland, PhD, Principal Technical Assistant Consultant, REL Midwest
Email: crowland@air.org
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Panel discussion
Moderator:
Cortney Rowland, PhD, Principal Technical Assistant Consultant, REL Midwest, crowland@air.org
Panelists:
Dominique Bradley, PhD, Researcher, REL Midwest, dbradley@air.org
Alicia Espinoza, Senior Technical Assistance Consultant, AIR, aespinoza@air.org
Bradley Jensen, Lead Advisor, Empower Learning Center, Hinckley-Finlayson Public Schools, bjensen@isd2165.org
Alyssa Prater, Lead Advisor, Empower Learning Center, Hinckley-Finlayson Public Schools, aprater@isd2165.org
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Panel discussion
• What did you hope to accomplish by participating in the NIC and PDSA cycles?
• How did your team’s change idea evolve or improve over time?
• What was the most challenging aspect of participating in a NIC?
• What successes did you have while participating in the NIC?
• What advice would you give to schools who would like to try the improvement science and
NIC approach?

Use the Chat box
to submit a question.
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Wrap-up and closing remarks
Dominique Bradley, PhD, Researcher, REL Midwest
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REL Midwest resources related to NICs
The resources below will be shared with all webinar registrants.
•

Report that offers guidance to researchers and educators as they work to establish and sustain NICs

•

Report that shares a set of tools to support evaluators in measuring engagement within the NIC and the
implementation of continuous improvement processes

•

Video that shares the experiences of Minneapolis–St. Paul NIC participants as they implement PDSA cycles

•

Slides from a coaching session that show how educators can establish a NIC to promote the successful
implementation of personalized learning plans

•

Slides from a coaching session to help stakeholders identify programs and practices that support the integration of
technology into classroom instruction. Stakeholders participated in a networked improvement community (NIC)
and used Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycles to identify, test, and refine practices to use technology more
effectively.

•

Webpage that features resources from REL Midwest’s Iowa Learning and Technology Networked Improvement
Community.
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Wrap-up and closing remarks

Please complete our short survey to share
your feedback.
The link is in the Chat box, and the survey
will pop up automatically when you close
the Zoom webinar platform.
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Wrap-up and closing remarks
Follow us on Twitter @RELMidwest.
Sign up for our newsletter to stay up to
date with REL Midwest.
To request a certificate of participation,
email mmamone@air.org.
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Thank you for joining us today.
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